Software review

Shopping in the genome market with EnsMart

Abstract
Life scientists who work with the supermarket of genome data will find the EnsMart database and software package offers a valuable door to a wealth of genes and genome features. Not only available to lab biologists on the web, this popular multi-organism genome database can be installed and used on your own Unix computer with relative ease. It offers a flexible, fast and practical data-mining framework for computer-savvy biologists and bioinformaticians.

INTRODUCTION
Bioinformatics has a strong focus on the rich and growing data sets of life sciences. With genome information in particular, a transition is underway from common use of data files to an essential need for integrated database software. Integration provides the only practical way to extract knowledge and answer biological questions of these diverse data. Today, biologists seek primary genome information from among many genome web interfaces. Genomics web portals often lack methods for effectively mining large subsets of genomes, or are limited in the questions one can pose to the underlying complex data. The Ensembl project provides a new breed of integrated software and data to bridge the gap between bulk files and web portals.

EnsMart is a self-contained addition to Ensembl software and data, providing access to commonly used parts of the genome data. Species genomes collected in EnsMart (version 14.1) include human, mouse, rat, zebrafish, fugu, fruitfly, mosquito, Caenorhabditis elegans and Caenorhabditis briggsae, and comprise some 30 gigabytes of data (the largest portion in DNA sequences). EnsMart provides fast genome information search and retrieval for human and several other popular eukaryote species. Its query building operations allow one to select data by species, cross-species homology, by gene expression, by location on genomes and regions around genes, as summarised with examples in Table 1. One can retrieve data as tables for spreadsheets and databases, as FastA sequence format and in other forms. The public web site provides a supermarket for easy selection and retrieval of complex genome data.

A new ability in this version allows one to copy and use EnsMart locally, including its web interface and databases. Many scientists will find the public website provides for their needs, without requiring computing expertise to use it. But if you want more than the public website offers, a few hours of work by someone familiar with common informatics techniques will provide your own copy of EnsMart. Benefits are apparent if you make frequent use of Ensembl data, integrate it with your own data, want to make queries not offered at the website, mine data in large quantities, and want to avoid slowness or out-of-service at www.ensembl.org (such as encountered during review). This project offers a good paradigm for genome
informatics: integrated software and databases that can be copied, intelligently queried and combined with one’s own data to extend beyond web services provided at the source.

The EnsMart query process operates in three steps: select a genome focus, filter these by criteria and output formatted results. First you select the primary result of interest: species genome and its gene, expressed sequence tag (EST) gene or SNP contents. Next, filter the available set of these to satisfy your questions by choosing criteria among genome region, known genes or user-specified lists of gene ID, where these are expressed in anatomy and development stage, homology to other species, protein domains and SNP attributes. Finally decide on results output of features, structures, SNPs and sequences, including IDs from Ensembl and many other databases, protein and microarray attributes, disease associations, species homologies, as well as file formats suited to your spreadsheet, database or other uses.

**Table 1: EnsMart features and example uses**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data integration includes</th>
<th>Results provided include</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gene and protein annotation</td>
<td>Homology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disease information</td>
<td>Single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expression data</td>
<td>Retrieval by external identifiers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sequence variation</td>
<td>Retrieval by expression vocabulary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cross-species analyses</td>
<td>Customised sequence data sets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Microarray annotation tools</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Example uses of EnsMart**

- Mouse homologues for human disease genes
- Coding SNPs for all novel kinases
- Genes on chromosome 1 expressed in liver
- Ensembl genes mapped to RefSeq identifiers
- Upstream sequence for all Ensembl genes mapped to U95A chip
- Disease related genes between markers (eg D10S255 and D10S259)
- Transmembrane proteins with an Ig-MHC domain (IPR003006) on chromosome 2
- Genes with associated coding SNPs on chromosomal band 5q33.3
- Novel G protein-coupled receptors (GPCRs) with non-synonymous SNPs
- Rat homologues of human disease genes expressed in brain
- Complete genomic annotation of mouse MG_U74 Affymetrix chip
- Genomic location and description of all mouse, rat and fugu homologues of all human genes, which have transmembrane domains, are expressed in cardiovascular system and have non-synonymous SNPs

**Software review**

Documentation provided with EnsMart includes on-line instructions and tutorials, along with installation instructions outlining the program and its operations. Although installing your own copy requires computing skills, these are not extensive. An introductory book, such as Gibas and Jambeck,5 covers the skills needed. If you find installation instructions for EnsMart are obscure, a bioinformatics or computing student or staff will be able to help.

Basic open source software components and requirements include MySQL database, perl language and several library packages, Apache web server and CVS source code management tool. You will need a modern Unix computer (including Linux and MacOSX) with 30 to 60 gigabytes of free disk space, depending on data sets you install. If this has a current operating system, most of the prerequisite software will be included; remaining parts can be added from internet sources per instructions.
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The EnsMart software package employs simple web forms for searching combined with a full set of help, data and software downloads. Its standard operation is as a web server where you fill out forms in a Query Builder with your web browser, and then download results, choosing among multiple result formats including MS Excel, HTML or tabular text. One can access the database directly with network programs that talk the database language SQL. With additional software, one can use the in-development MartExplorer, or new web object access programs that use the SOAP standard. This can be useful for organisations developing integrated web-based bioinformatics services.

EnsMart software and database (version 14.1 reviewed June 2003) was tested on a current Mac OS X computer, where it performed properly. The package is supported for Linux and other Unix systems also. Data are available by internet file transfer from source and world mirror sites. Loading these data into MySQL is straightforward, taking just a few minutes of personal time (hours for the computer), and can be automated for updates. Installation of the instructed EnsMart data filled 20 GB, rather than 60 GB as described, though this amount would be needed for all Ensembl genome data.

Software is installed using the concurrent versions system (CVS) popular among developers. During review, the instructed installation of EnsMart failed. One problem with CVS for basic software installation is that it lacks browsing and other methods to determine how to get around an error. As a fallback, I used the instructions for installing the full Ensembl software set, including EnsMart, which succeeded. After reporting the error, the Ensembl staff corrected it and the EnsMart software CVS installation worked properly.

Instructions given for configuring your local installation are brief, and proved not quite complete. After editing a half-dozen configuration lines per instructions, the first trial of the EnsMart web server failed. Adding and removing entries in the Apache server configuration solved this problem. This database software system, while complex, is well constructed by the project members. It is smart in determining which databases and tables are installed: the initial invocation causes an extensive check and reporting of available and missing data sets. If you later add new sets, you may need to re-invoke this configuration check. After tests, I was able to remove uninteresting organisms from the data set without causing problems.

Following installation and invocation, the local copy offered web forms and choices essentially identical to the main EnsMart server (though labelled as version 13). The queries done locally returned the same results as those for version 14 at the Ensembl.org site. This web interface is well suited to providing an understandable, widely usable set of operations, but it will not make all data-miners happy, owing to common limitations of web interfaces.

A tool in development called MartExplorer is one that data-miners will appreciate. It allows programs to search and retrieve from these databases directly, bypassing the web server and browser. It will also allow the addition of new database tables, to combine one’s project data with EnsMart. MartExplorer includes example application programs, command-line tools and a basic graphic interface, so those with basic software skills can interface their tools and databases. It provides for automated uses and scripting, offering more flexibility than a web interface. It can be programmed in Java and Python languages, and runs on MS-Windows as well as Unix and other Java enabled systems. In less than half an hour, I was able to copy the development version of MartExplorer from Ensembl.org, compile it with a standard Java build tool, launch ‘martgui’ and retrieve data from a local database. Though it has not yet been officially released, and work remains to flesh out MartExplorer, it is a good start for mining genomes available in EnsMart.
DISCUSSION
EnsMart provides bioinformatics and bioscience researchers with usable access to a large, changing volume of popular genome data. Drawing on Ensembl databases and software, it provides simple but sophisticated ways of answering questions that combine aspects of genome regions, gene homologies, expression, protein actions and nucleotide polymorphisms needed in genome research. This collection is part of a wider range of information essential to genome research, which as yet requires one to traverse many web portals, each with distinctive methods and values, for answers to complex biological questions.\(^1,7\) The approaches taken with EnsMart promise a route to effective integration of genome data with one’s project needs. Others are taking advantage of the robust Ensembl software for genome data management such as the Gramene project\(^8\) for rice and grass genomes.

EnsMart is most useful when used in conjunction with other genome analysis tools. Data drawn from it are ready for spreadsheet, database and BLAST analyses. Visual mapping tools such as VISTA and PipMaker\(^9\) can produce maps with data from EnsMart, to aid design and analysis of genomics experiments. EnsMart includes less specialised visualisation tools, but can be integrated with the Apollo\(^10\) visual genome browser and annotation editor. Both can be installed and used on a workstation, combining one’s project results with Ensembl source data.

There are a few areas where additions and improvements to EnsMart would make it more useful. An optional package of the released software for FTP download would make it easier to install where CVS access can prove problematic and awkward for those unaccustomed to it. Providing a perl bundle would ease the installation of required perl modules. Missing from the documentation is an explanation of how to update EnsMart after you install it. Software distributed by CVS provides for near automatic updating. Data, however, need to be updated in MySQL using steps similar to a first installation. Some features of EnsMart use the full Ensembl databases for fetching species data, using HTML links that return to Ensembl.org for details. If you find local use of EnsMart helpful, installing full Ensembl genome sets follows a similar procedure.

How valuable is having your own genome market with EnsMart? If you would like to use quantities of genome data in your work, it offers new levels of access and integration. EnsMart also is a learning and discovery tool for bioscientists, providing an easily learned query/retrieval interface to complex, integrated multi-organisation genome data. Those who master it and find rewarding results may well want to move to the next step for answering questions more complex than web portals allow. MartExplorer software will help one take this step. Computer-using life scientists in growing numbers will use EnsMart to reap the benefits of knowledge hidden in these gigabytes of genome data.
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